Abstract: This work presents a low power dual-mode electrocardiogram (ECG) processor with QRS detection and ECG signal lossless compression. An adaptive difference-insensitive filter is proposed to eliminate redundant information in signal for QRS detection, which helps minimize calculation power. It is also adopted as a noise estimator and used to improve the noise tolerance of the detector. Furthermore, in compression mode, linear predictor with a novel adaptive length encoder is applied to the ECG data lossless compression, achieving a compression ratio (CR) of 2.42 with 1.06 K gate count. Implemented in 40nm CMOS technology, the processor has a total core area of 6806 µm 2 , with 36 nW power consumption in detection mode and 7.3 nW in compression mode under a supply voltage of 0.5 V.
Introduction
Electrocardiogram is a critical representation of cardiac activities which reflect the state of heart health. It has developed beyond the restricted clinical use to the fast growing area of daily healthcare monitoring applications. Device for such applications has a strict demand for energy efficiency, as it must be small and wireless for portability, which leads to limited battery supply. Since the wireless transceiver dominates the system power for wearable sensor devices, researches have been focused on reducing transmission power, such as by data compression [1] . Another solution is to extract vital information out of ECG signals, such as QRS complex [2] . In most cases, QRS complex alone is sufficient for cardiac health monitoring because most arrhythmias show a clear sign in heart rate variability (HRV), which can be derived from successive R-peak information.
A low-power ASIC implementation of QRS detection is realized in [2] . Ieong [3] simplified the algorithm in [4] to a single scale wavelet transform which achieves high detection performance and low power consumption. But these QRS detection methods have little concern about noise interference which should be taken good care of, as wearable device are sensitive to various noises. [5] used a modified pilot algorithm to deal with different signal distortion and [6] applied the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) for noise filtering. [7] proposed a noise tolerant detector combining short-term autocorrelation and template matching. However, these methods include massive calculation and memory usage, leading to high energy consumption. On the other hand, some abnormal beats might not be recognized from QRS alone, and the raw signal should be transmitted for further analysis. [8] proposed a design with QRS detection and ECG lossy compression for this purpose. Yet the compression requires large memory and high processing frequency for repeated write/read. Another QRS detection and ECG data compression on chip is proposed in [9] with shared logic to achieve low power consumption, but its fixed-length encoding method shows limited compression performance.
In this work, we present a dual-mode ECG processor that supports QRS detection and ECG lossless compression. Detection mode is the regular mode for cardiac monitoring, in which an adaptive difference-insensitive filter (ADIF) is proposed to reduce digital power and to improve the noise tolerance of the detector. When QRS detection alone is insufficient for monitoring, the processor is able to perform ECG signal lossless compression and transmission. An adaptive length encoder is put foward to enhance the prefix coding efficiency for the residual errors from linear predictor, which brings high compression performance. Near-threshold power supply and power gating are also applied in the implementation of the processor to further improve energy efficiency. The dataflow of the proposed system is depicted in Fig.1 . The digitized data after analog-digital converter (ADC) is handled by the proposed ECG processor. In detection mode, the ECG signal is put through the ADIF for preprocessing. Then quadratic spline wavelet transform (QSWT) is followed by modulus maxima pair recognition (MMPR) to detect QRS location. A noise estimator derived from the ADIF is employed to the threshold adjustment for R peak recognition. RR interval is counted and transmitted as detection result. In compression mode, a linear predictor is applied to the ECG data and followed by an adaptive length encoder (ALE) to encode to prediction error. The encoded information is packaged into fixed-length data for storage and transmission.
QRS detection
In this section, we discuss the details of the proposed adaptive differenceinsensitive filter and how it helps to improve the noise tolerance of the QRS detection algorithm.
Adaptive difference-insensitive filter (ADIF)
The adaptive difference-insensitive filter serves as a signal preprocess step in QRS detection. It consists of two parts: a difference-insensitive filter and an adaptive difference sensitivity scaling mechanism.
1) Basic idea of difference-insensitive filter: As the critical part contained in periodic ECG signals, a QRS complex lasts 60-100 ms normally, which is about 10% of a cardiac cycle (600-1000ms), meaning that the rest 90% signals are of no use to QRS detection. Meanwhile, QRS complex often appears as the sharpest wave with maximum peak value in a cardiac cycle and changes in other regions such as P/T wave and the flat regions between two successive beats are relatively small. Based on these observations, we propose a difference-insensitive filter which is inactive to small changes in signal. Suppose x(n) is the raw ECG signal, T H DS is the difference sensitivity threshold andx(n) is the filtered data after thresholding. The rules are as below:
If the difference of the new coming signal and the filtered signal before it is within T H DS , the change will be ignored and the old value is kept. An example for filtering is portrayed in Fig.2 , where the blue dots indicate valid information reserved after thresholding. The filter acts as an adaptive recorder that takes more samples in the fast changing area and removes samples where changes are relatively slow. Compared to detect down-sampling, it is more flexible and keeps signal information in a more efficient way.
2)Adaptive difference sensitivity scaling:
To illustrate the effect of the difference-insensitive filter on ECG signals, two factors are concerned. The first is the efficiency of the filter, represented by thresholding ratio(TR), where N is the window length of samples and N f is the number of samples that are flushed to the same value as the data precedes them after filtering. The second is the distortion of signal and PRD is used as a measurement.x in equation (3) is the signal's mean. An adequate T H DS should always ensure acceptable signal quality for detection when trying to reach a high TR. But an invariant T H DS fails to meet this requirement due to the signal variousness. We put forward an adaptive difference sensitivity scaling (ADSS) mechanism that tunes the T H DS dynamically to make it applicable for different situations. The scaling is based on the running estimate of TR, as depicted in equation (4) .
T R f is the fiducial for the adjusting of T H DS . α is the scaling parameter. If the estimated TR falls below/above the T R f , T H DS is tuned up/down accordingly. And the adjusting in T H DS feeds back to achieve a TR close to T R f . The setting of T R f controls the trend of T H DS adjusting and TR result. For QRS detection, if TR becomes larger than 90%, it is very likely that the QRS complex is partly distorted, as QRS samples are usually the last to be flattened when T H DS goes up and TR rises. So the T R f should be set below 90%. Also, our test on various signals verified that for most cases, TR around 85% brings PRD less than 9%, which is considered good quality in [10] . And those that have larger PRDs also present recognizable QRS shapes, as some cases showed in Fig.3 . Thus T R f is set to 85% to balance TR and PRD for detection.
The window length N is also a concern in T H DS adjustment. A fair estimation of TR for current signal requires a window wider than one cardiac cycle at least, as a window shorter than this might only contain the QRS complex or the flat parts, which is insufficient to reflect the trend of signal correctly and results in a poor T H DS adjustment. And since the cardiac cycle is of uncertain length, successive beats should be involved for an overall estimation. But on the other hand, too wide a window might fail to capture the changes of signal in time with a long delay in T H DS update. These inappropriate adjustments in T H DS may lead to decreased filtering efficiency or over-distorted signal for detection. Here we select a window length of about 3 seconds (containing 3-5 beats in general) to provide a proper estimation and a timely update.
For the 11-bit digital ECG signals with 360 Hz sampling rate from MIT-DB, TR is estimated with a window length of N=1024 (about 3 seconds). T H DS is set to 8 initially and restricted to an upper limit of 32 to prevent severe signal distortion. α is set to 80, which allows an increase/decrease of 8 in T H DS with a difference of ±10% between T R f and TR. Table I shows some cases where the proposed ADSS outperforms the fixed T H DS . It can be seen that with a window length of 1024 for T H DS updating, ADSS achieves a relatively stable and high TR for different situations and it displays no adverse effect on the detection rate, as will be expressed in the next sections. 
Noise-tolerant QRS detector
Quadratic spline wavelet transform is used in this work to extract QRS information from ECG signals for the high detection performance [4] and the relatively low-complexity for hardware implementation. The scale-3 coefficients of QSWT [3] is selected instead of the four scales to further lower the hardware cost. Based on this method, we propose a more subtle threshold adjusting mechanism to improve the detector's noise-tolerance. QRS complex in ECG signal usually corresponds to a modulus maxima pair in the wavelet transform coefficients. Thresholds are employed to separate the QRS complex from other fake modulus maxima formed by sudden changes or noise interference in signal. But the present threshold adjusting method is rigid, as showed in equation (5), where ASP V p and AN P V p are the average signal peak and noise peak respectively. M is the forgetting factor and β is the percentage number. T H p is the threshold for positive modulus maxima and it is adjusted to a value between ASP V p and AN P V p according to β.
x(n) is a positive peak
As β is often set to a constant based on empirical result, which lacks of flexibility for practical use in wearable devices. Besides, a small β often brings high sensitivity without causing false detection for signals with few noises such as MITDB. But noises like motion artifacts and muscle artifacts are inevitable for wearable devices. And some of these noises have the same bandwidth with QRS complex, which can hardly be removed by wavelet transform or other digital filters. A larger threshold is thus needed to lower the detector's sensitivity and to resist noise interruption.
To enhance the detector's robustness, a noise estimator derived from the proposed difference-insensitive filter is employed to assist threshold adjusting. As for a constant T H DS , low TR often corresponds to a high fluctuation in signal. This can be taken as a reference to indicate current noise level and to help regulate the threshold for detection. We modify the threshold adjusting by using a variable β based on the noise estimator T R N E , as expressed in (6) . T R N E is calculated with fixed T H DS =16 and updated with an interval of 1024 samples to guarantee a proper estimation of the noise level in current signal and a prompt feedback. β is adjusted to four scales based on T R N E result, as finer subdivision of β results in higher cost but its effect on detection performance is minor. Both β and the boundaries for T R N E judging are configured to values that can be easily implemented in hardware. Fig.4 compares the general detection performance of the proposed method with three other threshold settings under different noisy conditions. The first is setting β to 0.25, which is of high sensitivity. And the second is a β of 0.5 with lower sensitivity to resist noise interference. It is clearly that setting β to a fixed value of 0.25 or 0.5 shows unsatisfactory detection rate under certain situations. A commonly used method to readjust the sensitivity is to halve the threshold when there is no QRS complex detected within certain time interval. But the searching back function involved in this method requires much hardware cost for state recover, which might not be applicable for portable monitoring. We tested the method of halving the threshold without searching back for comparison. It can be seen that the proposed method performs better than the others as it not only keeps high performance when SNR is high and noise is rare, but also improves detection rate under different noisy situations. 
Lossless compression
When QRS detection is insufficient for monitoring, the system is set to compression mode to compress the ECG signal for transmission.
Linear predictor
Linear predicting is a useful method for lossless compression [1, 9, 11] . The main idea is to predict the current sampled data from a linear combination of past samples. As ECG signals show various shapes, 2nd or higher order predictor performs better than a 0th or 1st order predictor in some signals.
But the improper choice of high order predictor in other cases might result in unwanted large prediction error. And much judging logic is needed for appropriate order selection. Considering hardware cost and prediction efficiency, a selective 0th/1st order predictor is applied. The detail is illustrated in the equation below.
The 0th order predictor is selected for signals with small variations between successive samples. And the 1st order predictor is designated for high fluctuation segments such as QRS complex or P/T waves. Although this simple 0th/1st order predictor might not be the optimal for some cases, the compression performance is well compensated by the proposed adaptive length encoder.
Adaptive length encoder
The main idea of entropy coding is to code the common cases with shorter bits. The rare cases are encoded into longer bits, as a unique prefix code is added for identification from the common cases. In this work, the prediction errors from the linear predictor are usually small except for that around high fluctuations such as the QRS complex, as a case depicted in Fig.5 . To improve the prefix coding efficiency, an adaptive length encoder separates the error into three ranges and a register bit len is used to indicate the current bit length. The prefix code is only needed when the error falls in a larger range than the bit len indicates. The detail of coding is listed in Table  II . This encoding method can efficiently reduce the cases of coding prefix as errors of adjacent samples tend to fall in the same range.
As burst transform is a more energy-efficient mode for wireless transceivers, the compressed data are usually packaged into fixed length and stored in memory temporarily for periodic transmission. The code length of the proposed encoder is always multiple of 4, thus the encoded data can be packaged into fixed-length of 16 bit for storage with much less hardware cost than other variable-length codings (VLE) such as Huffman coding. 
Experiment result
The implementation of the dual-mode ECG processor is based on SMIC 40nm CMOS process. Since the typical sampling rate of ECG signal is below 1KHz, the processor has particularly low timing restricts. This enables the processor to operate at near-threshold voltage to lower the power consumption. Power gating is also applied to further reduce the leakage current of inactive logic blocks. The layout photograph and specification are presented in An average sensitivity (Se) of 99.37% and positive prediction (Pr) of 99.86% with ±1.06 sample of average time error for MITDB are achieved in detection mode. The QRS location is represented by RR interval, which is compressed by 28.4× compared to tagging a bit for every sample.
With the introduction of ADIF, switching power in detection mode shows over 64.8% of reduction. And it has little adverse effect on the detection result. As when ADIF is shut off, sensitivity and positive prediction are 99.56% and 99.48%, respectively. And the total performance is even slightly lower than that with ADIF. Furthermore, The noise estimator based β adjusting method has made prominent improvement in noise tolerance.
In compression mode, the processor achieves an average CR of 2.42 for lossless compression based on the whole MITDB. Our method shows slightly lower CR than that of [12] and higher than [1, 11, 13] , as presented in Table III . Complicated coding methods such as Golomb-Rice Coding and Huffman coding are used in [1, 11, 12] , resulting in high hardware cost. While the adaptive length encoder proposed in this work is much simpler and efficient. And the total logic for lossless compression is only 1.06 K NAND-equivalent gate count, including the packaging logic. A comparison with existing works is presented in Table IV . Evaluated by MITDB, the detection performance (represented in Se and Pr) of this work is comparable to that of [3, 8, 9] , and higher than [2] . And the time accuracy of ±2.96 ms is better than both [2] and [8] . In data compression mode, the proposed method achieves an average CR of 2.42, which is higher than that of [9] . Though [8] shows much higher CR, the compression is lossy with unguaranteed signal quality and it requires repeated memory access and calculation, which requires high processing frequency. As for power efficiency, with low complexity design and near-threshold voltage supply in advanced technology, the proposed processor has an ultra-low power consumption of 36 nW in detection mode and 7.3nW in compression mode, which is much lower than the others. 
Conclusion
This work presents a low power dual-mode ECG processor for wireless cardiac monitoring. With the proposed adaptive difference-insensitive filter and the noise estimator for β adjusting, the system achieves high QRS detection performance (99.37% sensitivity and 99.86% positive prediction) with improved noise-tolerance. Besides, based on the adaptive length encoder, the processor achieves a CR of 2.42 for data lossless compression with extremely small hardware cost of 1.06 K gate-count, which is lower than the state-of-art works.
